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>> Hi, can everybody hear me in the back there? Okay, great.  Welcome, everyone.  I'm Amy Hartman, clinical director with the University of Wisconsin, Madison, this is Hanna Sawher, a third‑year audiology student and will be presenting.  And this is Dr. Elizabeth Feliger, who is with the state EDHI program, she is the director of that program. 
So we're going to be talking to you today about a project that we did in collaboration with our Wisconsin Beginnings and the university.  We will give you background on the project, talk about research goal methods, the questions we use for the survey, the results, and some practice implications and future direction.  This is day two of EDHI, you all know this, this is why you are here.  But early detection for children who are deaf or hard of hearing is crucial for development.  We know this, we know that whatever choice that families make, that early detection is a crucial part of the whole process.
So, we wanted to talk again ‑‑ this is review for everyone, we know about our goals.  We know about our 1, 3, 6.  But you probably all heard that ‑‑ although we are doing a good job with our one‑month goal, we are having trouble with our three month and six month goals.  We will focus on the three month goal today, that's something we want to talk about, why aren't we getting our kids identified by three months of age? 
So, what are some of those reasons? There's been some research out there that has ‑‑ that shows a lot about the surveys of audiologists and EI providers as to why they think this is happening.  There's not a lot of real evidence as to why it is happening, though.  But some of the reasons that we've heard about, or people hypothesized, have to do with limited access to pediatric audiologists, long wait times for appointments, other medical conditions, possibly a unilateral, or more minimal, hearing loss, physicians taking a wait‑it‑out and see approach, inconsistent provider knowledge, having no consistent protocol, and information gaps between providers.  Those are some of the reasons we've heard.  There's been some talk about maybe some of these gaps in knowledge and not adhering to best practice guidelines.  And people have suggested that maybe we need more specific guidance on giving this.  So giving guidelines to providers what they can do in order to make this process occur as quickly as possible.
So some states have been working on developing state pediatric audiology assessment diagnoses.  We have national guidelines from AAA, but people say maybe we need state‑specific guidelines.  And in Ohio, we talked about how they are willing to develop their guidelines.  And we wanted to look a little bit into this, this is something that comes up quite often.  We have providers, and Dr. Seliger can attest that she has providers calling and asking questions about this process.  She had a call that said, I have a child, I don't know if I should wait to test them or test them now, if I test them now, how do I do that? So these are the questions that people are still having. 
So let's talk about how we are doing in our state.  This is from our Wisconsin Sound Beginnings state report from 2015.  So, in Wisconsin, we have a little bit over 66,000 babies that are born in 2015.  And, of those babies, we had about 18 ‑‑ a little over 1800 that did not pass the initial screen.
So, of those 1800, almost 1300 of those went to pass‑re‑screening, but there were 532 babies that did not pass the second screen.  Of those 532, we had about 138, not about, we had 138, the numbers are exact, we had 138 who lost the follow‑up.  And they lost the follow‑up because either the parents refused the diagnostic testing, the family is unresponsive, possibly the child was deceased, or just a true loss to follow‑up, we don't know what happened in those cases.  That could be another topic, we will not focus on those babies, but we will talk about the 394 that received diagnostic audiology.
I will talk you through this graph as well.  This is looking at our state progress, looking at it based on the 1‑3‑6 goals.  We can see, on the Y axis, we have the percent of babies and then on the X, we have the years going from 2012‑2015.  On the top here, this is the number of babies in our state who were screened by one month of the age.  So the triangle yellow line.
And you can see we are doing pretty good there, and this is pretty consistent with national trends.  We are tending to do very well with that one month.
Down here, when we're looking at our triangles with the blue line, that's looking at the number of babies that are enrolled in their part B intervention by six months.  You can see that we kind of need some work there, we can talk about that today, but that is a whole 'nother topic.  We are interested in that and want to work on it in our state as well, but we want to focus today on this area. 
So these are babies that are given the final permanent hearing loss diagnosis by three months of age.  We are hovering around the 50 percent mark, we are higher ‑‑ but we would like that to be a lot higher. 
And I would also mention that this number is the number of babies that are diagnosed with permanent hearing loss.  If you look at the overall number of children that are diagnosed that hit their diagnosis either of permanent hearing loss, typical hearing, or fluctuating conductive , that number is a little bit higher at 70 percent.  We are more concerned with these babies with permanent hearing loss and getting them identified.
So, this brings up kind of an important point that I want to touch on a little bit, collaboration.  One of the great things about EDHI and one of the reasons you are here is you recognize how important it is to collaborate with other people that are here, the people that are concerned about these issues, and working for the best outcome for our family.
So this project is a collaboration, as I mentioned before, between the University of Wisconsin AuD program and the Wisconsin Sound Beginnings.  And we have collaborated on other projects before, and it is because of our mutual goals.  Our goals is to increase audiology awareness, to engage our AuD students in pediatric audiology, and to decrease our time to identification.
And so, last year at our state of the state meeting, we were talking about this problem, how do we decrease the time to identification? 
And we came up with an idea of: What about these pediatric audiology assessment guidelines? We thought, let's look a little bit more into this.  And when we looked at it, we didn't know how many states have them, what they are doing with them, and if the states are actually successful.  So we thought, there's a good place to start.  Let's figure out what is going on in our country first before we dive in.  That's what we're going to talk to you about.  So I want Hannah to come and talk to you about our project and how we learned about what is going on.

>> Thank you, Dr. Heartman, and thank you, everybody, thank you for coming.
Our main research goal is to get a sense of how states are doing.  And we are interested because we are in the process of developing our own guidelines includes a collaboration between the University of Wisconsin and the state EDHI program.  We wanted to see how everybody else was doing and, as mentioned, there wasn't a lot of information available.  We will go into the research specifically.  The methods of the national survey had two parts, the first part was developing a survey.  We used expert consultation and national guides, especially the American Academy on Audiology pediatric guide. 
So the second part of the methods was the distribution of the survey itself.  That was done through a program called Qualtrics, the specifically the University of Wisconsin‑Madison version of qualtrics. 
And this was send to all the state EDHI coordinators.  We will get more into the actual questions and perhaps look at more cute babies along the way. 
The survey consisted of eight questions and we used advice and appropriate feedback from audiologists at the University of Wisconsin and the state coordinateer of EDHI at UW.  We got a high percentage response, and we were really happy about that. These are the states that responded to give us the specific state information, reporting where they are coming from, and thank you to everybody in our survey, we appreciate you getting some research on this topic.
So the first question looked at the big picture of things.  Does your state have pediatric audiology guidelines? Yes or no? 
And the total number of responses are shown on that graph.  We can see that 21 states do have the guidelines, and 13 states currently do not.
So let's look a little bit more at the 13 state that do not have them.  If we don't have guidelines, are there plans to develop them in the future? This is a mixture between a forced‑choice and open‑ended question they can take their responses.  They can say yes, my state has guidelines, that is 21 percent, and no, but I believe it is important to develop them, no plans at this time, 19 percent.  So the data shows over half are developing, or think the guidelines are important at this time.
So then we looked at what percentage of children in our state have a confirmed hearing loss, or hearing status, by that first three months? 
And you can see that our line is about 50 percent, and you can see a lot of the states are hovering somewhere below.  But the good news is that some states are above the 61 percent as well.  And Dr. Hardman mentioned that, if this question was more specific, if it said addressing permanent hearing loss rather than how a lot of EDHI programs are reported, transient‑conductive  and a lot of other forms of identification.  So next time we will be more specific in addressing the hearing loss.  If we did, the percentage of kids will be lower, typically. 
Next, we got more specific with everyone.  What are the reasons that children in your state do not have That diagnosis by three months of age? The trends from the data were multiple re‑screen, best practice, and a couple others I will keep listing. 
So a lack of the pediatric audiologists available and, due to that, longer wait time.  So these are similar things that we found in this research, and also some of our general questions, we can see if there's possibly a trend happening.
Then we went a little bit deeper with our questions and asked, if you do have the pediatric audiology guidelines, did they improve the state's percentage of kids with hearing loss by three months of age? We have seen yes, and this question is addressing if they have them, have they noticed a change in that crucial, three‑month timeframe. 
And next, we looked at if you have guidelines, or are developing them, what is your reasoning? So really hoping to lower the age of confirmation of hearing loss was 19 percent, wanting to increase the number of children confirmed with hearing loss, 12 percent, and the pediatric audiology services was over half the responses, that is me combining the 30 percent and the 32 percent for you.
And here's the big kicker, here's why do we do this.  Do you feel the guidelines add value to your state EDHI program? An overwhelming number of responses said yes, they see value in the pediatric audiology guidelines.
It wasn't enough to know, do you see value, but what would be the next step if you are developing them, have them, or are thinking about it. 
And this is kind of an open‑ended question and you could see the responses, I have the majority for you.  So did you disseminate the guidelines? Through the audiologists in their state, mail for those that target in any way, webinars, including them in the newborn screening training manual, and the state department of health website, as well as the university programs in their state and major pediatric centers.
What are the practice implications of this research? Guidelines to decrease the time of diagnosis are having impact. 
Another practice implication of this is that EDHI coordinators expressed that pediatric audiology guidelines can improve their practice and other professionals to help understand the support to hearing status confirmation.
So some future direction: We're going to continue developing our Wisconsin pediatric audiology guidelines, with the goal of guiding our professionals in the diagnosis of hearing loss and hearing status through follow‑up audiological assessment.  We will stress the need for these guidelines, and we need a quality improvement project to stress the effectiveness of guidelines after they are implemented.  So the EDHI coordinator express value, but we cannot look into the timeframe and data specifically.  All we have is their expressed value.  
And that is what we got here, some beautiful babies, and if you have any questions, we would love to take them.
Thank you.
[ Applause ]. 

>> Any questions at all? Yes? 
>> [ Off‑mic comments ]. 
>> She said, can I steal your slides? Those pictures are fantastic.  
This is our state EDHI coordinator, Dr. Elizabeth Heliger. 
>> I wanted to add that, in Wisconsin, we're a very local‑control kind of a state, do those words make sense to you? And there's a really ‑‑ like I know a lot of states have regional audiology centers, or their state EDHI programs pay certain audiologists to do pediatrics, that is not the case in Wisconsin.  Anybody and everybody can see, and does the kids in our state. 
I think a big part of why I feel like Hannah's project was so important is because it is about gaining buy‑in from our audiologists, that we have any right at all to develop guidelines that are outside of, like, a national standard.
And so, it was really important, we're going to our WISHA meeting, the Wisconsin speech and hearing association meeting after this conference, to just gently introduce the idea of pediatric audiology guidelines for our state.  I have been doing this for 16 years and for 16 years I have been floating the idea of actually identifying specialists who can have these referrals from newborn hearing screening program and have gotten incredible pushback from that on set.  So this is our entry to doing that.  So I want to thank Hannah for her dedication to helping us gain buy‑in.  Yes? 
>> Are you using the EDHI pals in Wisconsin as well as part of that? 
>> I don't know if you are familiar with the website, improveEDHI.org, that's a quality improvement web site and we have a find providers section on that website, but we are transitioning and we did all of our survey information and we found all the criteria that is important in creating level one and level two audiology practices and we are transitioning to EDHI pals for that.  
>> All right.  I was going to comment that, in Maine, we are having a lot of push‑back for pediatric audiologists.  So it has been more effective for us to ‑‑ [  low audio ]. 
>> Can I ask you a follow‑up question? Were your pediatric audiology guidelines changed to make them more accessible to parents and, secondly, who is giving them that information and is it prior to diagnosis, or after around treatment? 
>> Okay.  So they weren't changed, necessarily, it came about because we were having a lot of [ indiscernible ] for early diagnosis.  And as early interventionists in University of Maine, we have pictures of [ indiscernible ] and we go in and talking about the testing and whether the diagnoses helps or not.  And we just explain it on their level so they can understand the value of having audiologists that looks at particular areas to find out accurate information.

>> So I'm the audiology consultant for the state of Maine, and we have category A facilities, so on the newborn hearing screening, and we distribute it to the pediatricians and that says which centers are focused on pediatrics and pediatric diagnostics and what we qualify is that they have to do ABR testing.  
>> We have the same. 
>> And what we do from an audiology standpoint, we have a lot of audiologists we consider to be out of compliance with testing and protocols is set up quarterly meetings with them, so we can have regular check‑ins and say, this is what we're doing, this is what we're needing to be doing, how are we doing, and what do you need from us to support you? And the number one thing is high, high numbers of referrals and really low numbers of pediatric audiologists.  I think we have five right now in our state.  So that's the big thing, because there are only five, they're getting lot of hits. 
>> Thank you for sharing that.  
>> I was going to add a little bit about how we are going to try to get the buy‑in in our state.  We are really ‑‑ we are going to involve all our large centers, so people that are already seeing pediatric audiologists, we want them to be involved.  That can be a problem if they have not at least gotten a chance to review it, so that's something that we're going to be doing ‑‑ as Elizabeth mentioned, we're going to be talking to the state organization, we will also be going through the newborn hearing subcommittee, so we will get multi‑disciplinary look at those guidelines, and I'm positive, I feel like the energy and time is right in our state.  We have a lot more kind of younger professionals that are out there that are really more open to looking at these kind of things, and so we're just trying to really make sure that everyone is really well‑aware, and they have the information on the fact that we're not getting better.
And so we need to do something to try and get these numbers up.  So I think having that data behind us is going to be a powerful message for our providers.  So, again, bringing it back to the babies and the families and what's important and trying to really focus on that.  But we're feeling pretty good.  So maybe next year we will come and tell you how everything turned out in our state.  Any other questions? Thank you so much.
[ Applause ]
